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��� is a triangle and ����, ����, and ���� are equilateral triangles, � is 

the Fermat-Toricelli point of ����. 

a) Prove that the triangle ��� is an acute triangle. 

b) Call circumradius of ���� as �. Prove the following inequality �� ≤ � 

and find equality cases. 

Proposed by Muti Kara-Ankara-Turkyie 
Edited by Florică Anastase-Romania 

Solution by proposer 

 

a) First we going to prove a lemma: 

Lemma 1. ���� and ���� are equilateral triangles. ��, �� and �� are parallel to each 

other. This inequality always holds: �(∢���) < ��∘. 
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Proof.  

 

Let’s say |��| = �; |��| = �, and |��| = �. Because they’re parallel, we get: 

�

�
=

�

�
+

�

�
⇒ �(� + �) = ��; (�) 

From the law of cosines:�

|��|� = �� + �� + ��

|��|� = �� + �� + ��

|��|� = �� + �� + ��

 

If we prove that: |��|� + |��|� > |��|� 

|��|� + |��|� = �� + �� + ��� + �(� + �) >
(?)

�� + �� + �� = |��|� 

��� + �� > ��. 

Now redraw the shape with these steps. 

1- Draw ���� as equilateral and its circumcircle. 

2- Choose random � on minor ���  arc, and draw [�� and [��. 

3- Draw bisector of ���� . Call its intersection with �� as �. 

A point must be on [��. 

 Since it can be easily observed by looking at geometric  

locations of � and � points,  

we can say that as we choose a further �  

point the ����  angle grows. 

If we take limit, while � goes to infinity,  
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the shape consists of �, �, �, �, �, 

 and � turns into the shape in Lemma 1.  

From Lemma 1, we get that ������� < ��∘ and ������� < ��∘. Thus, ���� is an acute 

triangle. 

b) Now we will prove another lemma. 

Lemma 2. Circumradius of acute triangle ��� is always smaller or equal to the radius of 

circles which has �, �, and � as interior points. 

Proof. Let take an acute triangle from inside of circle � with radius �. Arrange � and � as 

they’re on �. 

� = �� + ������� � + ������� � ⇒ � ≥ �� 

�� =
�

��� ��
≥
(?) �

��� �
= �� 

Since sine is increasing continuously in  

the interval [�, ��∘], the inequality above is  

correct.  

Note: the equality holds when � = �′ which  

happens when all of �, � and � are on �. 

���� is equilateral triangle, thus the perpendicular 

foot of � is also the midpoint of [��]. 

Due to geometric locations of �, ��, �� and � we can say � ∈ [��, ��]. From a similar 

way, we get � ∈ [��, ��] and � ∈ [��, ��]. 

 Therefore, ���� is completely inside of nine-point circle of ����.  

Additionally as we proved in as ���� is  an acute triangle. 

From Lemma 2 it follows that � ≤
�

�
. 
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Note: From equality conditions of Lemma 2, 

�, � and � must be on nine point circle of ����, 

which only happens when �� = ��, �� = ��, 

and �� = ��. 

 Therefore, ���� must be equilateral and hence, 

�� = �. 

  

 

 


